Rampant Land Dispute Cases
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Abstract. This research examines the problem of land disputes in Indonesia caused by the illegal practices of the land mafia and poor land management by housing developers. Based on the Seven Principles of Agrarian Law, land should be used to benefit the community. However, facts on the ground show that much land is controlled unilaterally by the land mafia. They use various methods, including making fake letters and cultivating empty land to sell at high prices. This has led to many ownership disputes and legal problems for legitimate landowners and defrauded buyers. To avoid this problem, the public is advised to process the legality of their land certificates through the National Land Agency (BPN). Legal basis supporting the importance of land certificates is contained in Article 17 and Article 23 of the Basic Agrarian Law (UUPA) no. 5 of 1960 and Law no. 4 of 1996 concerning Mortgage Rights. This research also highlights the challenge of limited land in Indonesia, which causes the high economic value of land to become an object of competition. Housing developers often face land management problems, resulting in land certificates being mortgaged at banks and losses for consumers. The importance of public awareness of checking the completeness and validity of documents before carrying out a house purchase transaction is emphasized to avoid problems in the future. Education and supervision from the government and related institutions, such as BPN, are critical in protecting consumer rights and ensuring legal certainty.
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INTRODUCTION

Every human needs a house as a peaceful and safe place for their children to live. A comfortable and peaceful home is everyone's dream. A safe and calm environment is the dream of all humans. Therefore, generally, everyone will choose and survey the environment they want to live in before settling down. Once they feel suitable, people will try to buy a house or land, which will be built into their dream home. In creating a comfortable residence, an important step that must be taken is to take care of the documents for the assets purchased, such as certificates and other documents. Even though almost everyone understands the importance of taking care of asset documents when buying property, the land mafia and individuals involved in managing land legality often abuse their authority to confiscate other...

---

people's assets. This is often the starting point for many land and house disputes, especially empty land that has yet to be utilized by the owner. Creating a comfortable residence, an essential step is managing the legal documents for the purchased assets, such as certificates and other relevant paperwork. Despite widespread understanding of the importance of asset documentation, issues arise due to the actions of land mafia and corrupt individuals who exploit legal loopholes to seize others' properties. This exploitation is a common cause of land and house disputes, particularly involving vacant lands that the owner has not yet developed.

Such disputes highlight the urgent need for stringent legal measures and awareness to protect property owners from fraudulent practices. Ensuring proper documentation and understanding legal rights are crucial steps in safeguarding one's property from unlawful confiscation. Enhanced legal frameworks and vigilant enforcement can help prevent these abuses, providing a more secure environment for property ownership. Land dispute problems generally occur because the land mafia only thinks about personal gain without considering the long-term impact on the legal land owners. Many people buy land to pass on to their descendants. According to the article 19 Paragraph (2) letter c UUPA, a land certificate is a letter of proof of land rights, which includes management rights, waqf land, ownership rights for apartment units, and mortgage rights. Each of these rights must be recorded in the relevant land book. To ensure legal certainty, the government has established land registration throughout the territory of the Republic of Indonesia by government regulations. The importance of obtaining land certificates is due to the frequent conflicts that arise when there is no valid document regarding land status. Indonesians often experience land disputes because those who manage and control the land differ from the legal certificate owners.

This condition is often exacerbated by the difficulty of obtaining strategic land, which encourages some people to manage or even build on empty land that does not belong to them. This empty land that has not been managed is often the target of other people's evil intentions. Therefore, a land certificate is the highest proof of ownership recognized by the Indonesian state. The government needs to simplify the process of processing community land certificates to reduce the number of cases of land disputes. Land certificates usually include land boundaries, a picture of the location, or a land map, and now their validity can be easily traced. To avoid conflicts, an important thing that must be considered apart from processing the certificate is ensuring that the process for submitting the certificate meets all the requirements, especially regarding its validity.

By simplifying the process of processing land certificates, the government can help people avoid conflicts and resolve land disputes more efficiently. The validity and completeness of documents are fundamental to guaranteeing land ownership rights and preventing the malicious intentions of irresponsible parties. In conclusion, a land certificate is not just a document but a proof of ownership that must be maintained and managed correctly. By having a valid certificate, people can feel safe and calm living in their homes without worrying about land disputes in the future.

**METHOD**
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This research aims to examine various literature related to the issue of land disputes and the importance of obtaining land certificates in Indonesia. The main focus of the research is to understand the various factors that cause land conflicts, the role of the land mafia, and the government’s efforts to overcome this problem through land registration policies. A qualitative approach with a literature review method was chosen to provide an in-depth understanding of this topic. This research was designed to answer several main questions: What factors cause land disputes in Indonesia? What is the role of the land mafia in land conflicts? How important is a land certificate in ensuring legal certainty of land ownership? How government policies in land registration can reduce land conflicts.

The literature search was carried out using academic databases such as Google Scholar, JSTOR, and ProQuest to search for journal articles, books, and research reports related to land disputes and land certificates. Keywords used in the search included: "land dispute," "land mafia," "land certificate," "land registration," and "Indonesian government land policy." Relevant and high-quality literature was selected with a focus on research published within the last ten years to ensure up-to-date data. Inclusion criteria include journal articles, books, research reports, and government documents that discuss land disputes, the importance of land certificates, land registration policies, and the role of the land mafia in Indonesia. Articles irrelevant to the research focus, not peer-reviewed, or needing reliable data were excluded from the analysis.

Data were analyzed using content analysis techniques to identify the main themes from the literature collected. Patterns, relationships, and differences in the literature related to factors causing land disputes, the role of land mafias, and government policies are analyzed. Manual coding was used to group information according to research questions. The validity of the research is guaranteed by reviewing literature from various sources and perspectives. Reliability is improved through data triangulation, that is, by comparing and confirming findings from various literature.

Findings from various literature are combined to provide a comprehensive picture of the problem of land disputes and the importance of land certificates in Indonesia. The results are presented as a cohesive narrative, covering the causes of conflict, the role of the land mafia, and the effectiveness of government policies in land registration. Conclusions are made by answering the established research questions, and recommendations are provided for further research and practical implications for policymakers, academics, and the general public.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on the Seven Principles of Agrarian Law, available land should be used and exploited for the benefit of the community, not individuals. However, the facts show otherwise; The widespread practice of controlling land for one-sided interests by the land mafia often gives rise to ownership disputes. The land mafia seeks to control, buy, sell, and unilaterally manage the available vacant land. They made every effort by making fake documents or cultivating existing land and then selling it to the public at high prices. The land mafia uses various methods to secure empty land that has yet to be utilized by the owner. They often
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create fake documents to claim ownership of the land and then sell it at high prices to parties who do not know the actual status of the land. This action harms legitimate landowners and creates legal problems for defrauded buyers.

To prevent these illegal practices, the public is advised to take care of the legality of their land documents immediately. Your land or house should immediately obtain a certificate at the National Land Agency (BPN) office. A land certificate is a legal proof of ownership recognized by law, which can protect the owner from unilateral claims and actions of the land mafia. Arranging land certificates also helps ensure that ownership rights are officially recognized and registered correctly in the land administration system.

The need for more land available for farming and housing further exacerbates this problem. Land's high value makes it an object of struggle, both by the public and the land mafia. Therefore, the government needs to strengthen the land registration system and increase supervision of illegal practices carried out by the land mafia. In this way, land ownership can be managed more fairly and transparently by the objectives of the Agrarian Law.

**The Importance of Managing the Legality of Land Certificates**

To avoid problems caused by the land mafia, the public is advised to properly manage the legality of land documents and other assets they own. Your land or house should immediately have its certificate processed at the National Land Agency (BPN) office. This step is crucial because a land certificate is a valid legal proof of land ownership recognized by the state. With a valid certificate, landowners can be protected from various claims from other parties and legal actions by the land mafia. The legal basis for processing land certificates is regulated in Article 15 of the UU 22 Agrarian Law (UU PA) no. 5 of 1960, which states that the government must register land throughout the Republic of Indonesia to ensure legal certainty. The land registration includes measuring, mapping, and issuing a land certificate and proof of rights. Thus, land certificates issued by BPN have a solid legal force and are recognized in the Indonesian legal system.

Apart from that, Article 23 of the UU PA regulates that a certificate must prove every right to land as a vital means of proof regarding the rights owned. This aims to avoid land disputes and provide legal protection for landowners. This land certificate is necessary for individuals and the public interest, including infrastructure development and the welfare of society as a whole. This confirms that processing land certificates is crucial in ensuring legal certainty and reducing the risk of land disputes.

Law No. 4 of 1996 concerning Mortgage Rights also supports the importance of land certificates, where certificates are used as collateral to obtain credit from banks or other financial institutions. This shows that land certificates have high economic value and can be used for various financial purposes. Therefore, people need to be aware of the importance of obtaining land certificates to ensure that their ownership is officially recognized and can be used for various purposes safely. By properly managing the legality of land titles and other assets, the community can avoid various problems that may arise due to the

---
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illegal actions of the land mafia, as well as assist the government in creating a transparent and accountable land administration system by the principles regulated in the Agrarian Law.

Challenges of Limited Land

With Indonesia's decreasing amount of land, land that can be used for agriculture or housing is increasingly difficult to obtain. This results in land having relatively high economic value and becoming an object of struggle among the community. Limited land means many parties compete to own it for personal and commercial use. Apart from that, the land also has promising economic investment value, becoming a source of livelihood for investors who use it for plantations, livestock, and housing. Many housing developers are eyeing empty land to develop into housing. Beautiful and large land is the main target for developers because the public's need for housing is increasing. Developers see a huge opportunity to build housing to meet this growing demand, giving them huge profits. Developers are looking for land not only in urban areas but also in the suburbs that still have potential for development.

However, the high demand for this land also brings its challenges. Often, developers need help managing the land they buy. Several cases show that developers cannot manage land properly, which causes problems for people who buy houses from them. One common problem is land certificates that are still mortgaged at the bank because developers use funds from the bank to build housing and public facilities. If the developer fails to pay installments to the bank, consumers who have bought a house could experience losses because the land ownership status is unclear.

Apart from that, people are often tempted by attractive offers from developers without first studying the home-buying system, especially those made on credit or in installments. Awareness of the importance of checking documents' legality and completeness before a transaction is essential. That way, people can avoid problems caused by unprofessional land management and ensure their investments are safe and secure. The government also needs to increase oversight of developer practices to ensure they comply with regulations and protect consumer interests.

Problems Arising from Housing Developer Practices

Unfortunately, not all developers are able to manage the land being bought and sold in a good and correct way. Many people are deceived by housing developers. A case that often occurs is that after people have paid in full for the house they bought, it turns out the land certificate is still pawned at the bank. Developers often use funds from banks as capital to build houses and provide housing facilities. Usually, land certificates are used as collateral for funds issued by the bank. This is regulated in Law no. 4 of 1996 concerning Mortgage Rights, which states that land certificates can be used as collateral to obtain credit from banks or other financial institutions. Problems arise when the developer is unable to pay the debt installments to the bank. According to provisions of Article 6 of the Mortgage Law, if the debtor defaults or fails to fulfill payment obligations, the creditor has the right to execute the collateral object, which in this case is the land certificate. This execution can be carried out through public auction or direct sale at a reasonable price to pay off the remaining debt. As a result, consumers who have paid in full for their house...
but are not aware of the status of the certificate being mortgaged at the bank may lose ownership rights to
the land because it is executed by the bank. Consumers also suffer losses because they have spent a lot of money to buy a house, but the legal
status of the land is still unclear and safe. Cases like this show the importance of public awareness to check the completeness and validity of land legal documents before carrying out a house purchase transaction. The government, through the National Land Agency (BPN) and related agencies, must be more active in providing education to the public about the importance of valid land certificates and safe purchasing procedures.

Apart from that, the government also needs to increase supervision and regulation of housing developer practices. According to Article 34 of Government Regulation no. 24 of 1997 concerning Land Registration, every transfer of land rights must be registered to ensure legal certainty. This supervision is important to ensure that developers comply with existing regulations and do not harm consumers. Thus, these preventive measures are expected to reduce cases of fraud and land disputes, as well as protect consumer rights in property purchase transactions.

**Public Awareness of the Home Purchasing System**

Many people are interested in the housing developer offers. They are often tempted by promos offered without first studying the system of buying a house on credit or in installments. Attractive promotions and various conveniences often make consumers rush into making decisions without considering the legality and security aspects of transactions. This step is crucial to avoid problems in the future. Public awareness of the importance of studying the purchasing system and the legality of land documents needs to be increased. According to Article 1320 of the Civil Code (Civil Code), the conditions for the validity of an agreement include the agreement of both parties, the ability to agree, a sure thing, and a lawful cause. People must ensure that all these conditions are met before purchasing a house. They must be more critical and careful when choosing a developer and ensure that all legal documents for the land and house purchased are complete and valid.

Before buying a house, people need to check the land certificate and other related documents. Based on Government Regulation No. 24 of 1997 concerning Land Registration, every change in land rights must be registered to ensure legal certainty and protection for rights holders. The community must ensure the land certificate is registered in the developer's name and free from mortgage rights or other legal problems. This is important to ensure that the rights to the land to be purchased are truly legal and that there will be no problems in the future.

The government and related institutions, such as the National Land Agency (BPN), also have an essential role in increasing public awareness. Education regarding the legal process of purchasing land and houses must be carried out more intensively. According to Article 37 of Law No. 1 of 2011 concerning Housing and Settlement Areas, the government must provide guidance and supervision over managing housing and residential areas. It is hoped that this education and supervision can help people make wiser decisions and protect them from fraud or legal problems related to home purchases.

---


CONCLUSIONS

The problem of land disputes and illegal actions carried out by the land mafia and irresponsible developers has had a significant impact on society. Based on the Seven Principles of Agrarian Law, land should be used for the benefit of the community. However, land mafia practices of controlling land for personal gain often result in losses for legal owners and buyers who do not know the original status of the land. Processing the legality of land documents through valid certificates at the National Land Agency (BPN) office is an important step to protect land ownership rights.

The high economic value of land due to limited available land exacerbates this situation. Many housing developers target empty land for development, but often fail to manage the land properly, causing consumers to face legal problems such as land certificates being mortgaged to banks. Law no. 4 of 1996 concerning Mortgage Rights and Article 6 of the Mortgage Law regulates that land certificates can be used as credit collateral, and if the developer defaults, the bank has the right to execute the collateral, causing losses to consumers.

Public awareness about the importance of studying the house purchasing system and the legality of land documents is very necessary. Based on Article 1320 of the Civil Code (Civil Code) and Government Regulation no. 24 of 1997 concerning Land Registration, ensuring the validity of documents before a transaction is a crucial step to avoid problems in the future. Education and supervision from the government and related institutions, such as BPN, are very important to help the public make wise decisions and protect consumer rights.

By increasing awareness and monitoring illegal practices, as well as properly managing the legality of land titles, communities can protect their investments and ensure legal certainty over the land they own. These steps also support the creation of a transparent and accountable land administration system, in accordance with the principles set out in the Agrarian Law, so as to reduce land disputes and protect community ownership rights.
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